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CALL REPORT Issue # 9Document's Author: Dave Montague/ARRB Date Created: 02/05/96The Players Who 

initiated the call? Review Board's representative in the call: Dave MontagueIndividual's Name: Ed 

McCarterDescription of the Call Date: 02/05/96Subject: Call To Ed McCarter At NARA Re: Possible List Of Still 

PhotosSummary of the Call: I called Assistant Chief Ed McCarter of NARA's Still Picture Branch and left a 

message on his voice-mail in order to ask how to get a list of all photographic materials similar to the one the 

Motion Picture Branch did for film materials. The list for films included details on the type of quality and other 

important information. McCarter said he felt it would be much more difficult to compile an accountability 

similar to the way the Motion Picture Branch did due to the volume of photos in their possession. He's aware 

of a few "significant" items such as:-A copy of the Zapruder film slides-Copies of photos received from the US 

Information Agency-Copies of photos from various libraries.He mentioned that of their material which most of 

has been looked at in depth by researchers, the material from the libraries has been drastically underutilized 

and may be of interest to us for that reason. There could be more significant material. I tentatively arranged 

for a tour of his Branch to assess what is there and to obtain some type of list or inventory for JFK material. I 

also asked if the photo related material that I review through Steve Tilley is from the Still Branch and McCarter 

said it is not from the Still Branch. Tilley was supposed to transfer the material to the Branch sometime ago 

but it has not been done yet. I will call McCarter on 02/07/96 in the morning to finalize a tour on 02/08/96. 

McCarter's phone number is 301-713-6625 Kepley's phone number is 301-713-7082
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